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Warm oceans helped first human migration from Asia
to North America

Significant changes in the circulation of the North Pacific fostered migration

December 30, 2020

New research reveals significant changes in the circulation of the North Pacific Ocean and their impact on the
initial migration of humans from Asia to North America.

The U.S. National Science Foundation <https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?
AWD_ID=1736771&HistoricalAwards=false> -funded study published in Science Advances (/cgi-bin/good-
bye?https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/6/50/eabd1654) provides a new picture of the circulation and
climate of the North Pacific at the end of the last ice age, with implications for early human migration.

Scientists used sediment cores from the deep sea to reconstruct the circulation and climate of the North
Pacific during the peak of the last ice age. The results reveal a dramatically different circulation in the ice age
Pacific, with vigorous ocean currents creating a relatively warm region around the modern Bering Sea.

The warming from these ocean currents created conditions favorable to early human habitation, helping
address a long-standing mystery about the earliest inhabitants of North America.

Warmer Pacific Ocean currents during the ice age may also have supported early human settlements.
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"According to genetic studies, the first people to populate the Americas lived in an isolated population for
several thousand years during the peak of the last ice age, before spreading out into the American
continents," said co-author Ben Fitzhugh of the University of Washington (/cgi-bin/good-bye?
https://www.washington.edu/news/2020/12/09/warm-oceans-helped-first-human-migration-from-asia-to-north-
america/).

That has been termed the "Beringian Standstill" hypothesis. A significant question is where the population
lived after separation from Asian relatives and before deglaciation allowed them to reach and spread
throughout North and South America.

The new research suggests that these early Americans may have dwelled in a relatively warm refugium in
southern Beringia, on now-submerged land beneath the Bering Sea. Due to the extremely cold climate that
dominated other parts of this region during the ice age, it has been unclear, until now, how habitable
conditions could have been maintained.
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